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Abstract. Measurement-device-independent quantum key distribution (MDI QKD) allows 
to eliminate the single-photon detector (SPD) vulnerabilities, increase the communication 
distance limits, and construct a multiple users key distribution network. Nevertheless, detector 
imperfections are able to decrease the secret key rate and maximum distance by orders of mag-
nitude. In this work we propose a model of large SPD’s dead time for the phase-time-encoding 
MDI QKD. We also propose a modified measurement device (Charlie) scheme with four de-
tectors which is able to partially restore the sifted key loss caused by dead time.
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Аннотация. Квантовое распределение ключа с независимым центральным узлом 
(КРК с НЦУ), позволяет устранить уязвимости детектора одиночных фотонов (ДОФ). 
Тем не менее, несовершенство детектора может снизить скорость секретного ключа и 
максимальное расстояние на порядки. В этой работе мы предлагаем модель большого 
мертвого времени ДОФ для фазово-временного кодирования КРК с НЦУ. Мы также 
предлагаем модифицированную схему измерительного устройства (Чарли) с четырьмя 
детекторами, которая способна частично восстановить потерю просеянного ключа, 
вызванную мертвым временем.
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Петра Великого.

Introduction

Similar to conventional prepare-and-measure QKD, dead time τ of a single-photon detectors 
(SPD) do not affect on the MDI QKD performance as long as τ is less than pulse-to-pulse time 
interval in a quantum channel. This condition imposes a severe limitation on the secret key rate: 
dead time limits the detection frequency from above by the 1/τ value. Meanwhile, widely used 
gated-mode single-photon avalanche photodiodes (SPAD) are characterized by the large dead 
time τ ~ 0.1–10 μs [1]. For typical pulse preparation frequency f = 108 Hz this means decrease 
in detection frequency by the 3 orders of magnitude (1/ τ ~ 105). This indicates the problem 
of practical MDI QKD with imperfect detectors, which we attempt to solve. In this work we 
consider the phase-time-encoding MDI QKD protocol with decoy-state technique and propose 
slight modifications to the measurement device, which improves the protocol performance. First, 
we explain how detectors’ dead time affects the Bell state measurement. Second, we provide a 
theoretical model for the sifted key rate, which is useful for the optimal parameters search, and 
analyze the protocol performance.

Influence on Bell measurement output

In MDI QKD the untrusted node Charlie performs Bell measurement of the Alice-Bob joint 
quantum state and declares the result [2]. Events of the form Ai ∩ Aj are considered successful, 
where Ai and Aj denote detector’s click in the corresponding time and space mode i ∈ {cE, dE}, 
j ∈ {cL, dL} (c and d stand for space modes, E and L stand for time modes – see Fig. 1, a). As 
far as standard measurement scheme (see Fig. 1, a) contains only one SPD at each beam splitter 
(BS) output, the events 

EcA  ∩
LcA  and 

EdA  ∩
LdA  cannot be detected in the case, when dead 

time overlaps the second pulse in a time-encoded pair, i.e. τ ≥ 1/f. Using the theoretical formula 
of signal gain from [3], one can draw a simple conclusion: the loss of half of the events leads to 
double decrease in the gain, and hence the speed of the sifted key.

Alternative schemes:

 1. We propose the scheme with four detectors (see Fig. 1, b) which contains two detectors 
at every BS output (c, d). As a result, one half of the previously discarded successful events can be 
detected, which for infinite key limit gives 25% restore of the sifted key rate in comparison with 
the two-detector scheme.

 2. The scheme with four detectors can be upgraded in order to detect all the successful 
events with equal probabilities (see Fig. 1, c). One can send a pulse in each half of the time slots 
from previous schemes, provided that in each pair of detectors there is one that is gated in the first 
half of the time slot, while another is gated in the second half. Further we refer to this scheme as 
a scheme with time-divided measurement. Unfortunately, using passive beam splitters results in no 
profit in sifted key rate.

Fig. 1. Measurement schemes for phase-time-encoding MDI QKD: (a) – two detectors [3], (b) – four 
detectors, (c) – time-divided measurement. BS – beam splitter, (c, d) – output channels of BS, E, 

L – time slots of pulse preparation and detection gates
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Sifted key rate model

The above result is valid for the sifted key rate estimation only in the case when the dead time 
overlaps every second pulse (τ ≃ 1/f). Otherwise, the result obtained in the limit τ ≫ 1/f and under 
conditions of synchronous dead time and infinite statistics is additionally applied [4]:

 

(1)

where 0 2 2
sift a b

Z
ZR fp p Qτ

µ µ µ
= =  is sifted key rate for zero dead time (drawn out of signal gain 

a b

ZQµ µ  
estimated in Z-basis for μ(a(b)) Alice (Bob) intensities [3]), pμ = 0.5 and pZ = 0.5 are signal pulse 
and basis choice probabilities respectively, Rtot is the overall signal gain for BB84 protocol. In 
the case of MDI QKD, we have to estimate overall count rate when at least one detector clicks 
considering τ = 0.

The simple estimation of Rtot that considers the two-detectors Charlie scheme, dark counts 
and multi-photon pulses is

 
(2)

where

 
(3)

is a probability of nonzero-photon pulses pass through the channel, μ is mean photon number per 
pulse, ηch is quantum channel transmittance. This prediction does not take into account Hong-
Ou-Mandel interference on the beam splitter. Such a ‘naïve’ estimation close to the one from [4]. 
Note, when the decoy-state technique is used, the probability above must be summarized over 
all intensity pairs.

In general, for the decoy-state MDI protocol all detection events must be taken into account, 
and one has to sum up all click probabilities. We consider clicks from two incoming coherent 
states, prepared in different bases and of different intensities, and clicks due to dark counts. This 
estimation is referred to as (2)

totR :

(4)

Here every joint Alice-Bob quantum state ψa,b is defined by the basis 
1 2

{ , }b bp p  and intensity    
{ , }

a b
p pµ µ

 

choice probabilities. General formula for Pr(nclick ≥ 1 | ψa,b, μa, μb) can be derived from 

a detector independent click probabilities Di, averaged over the global phase:

 
(5)

where i ∈ {cE, cL, dE, dL}, b1, b2 ∈ {Z, X}. One can consider 1 2
no
b bp  as a probability of ’no clicks’ on 

the detector. In the case of XX and ZZ basis choice ( ,ZZ XX
i iD D  are defined in [3]) 

 (6)

Here μ' = μaηa + μbηb.
It is left to calculate the probabilities for the cases XZ and ZX (it is worth noting that these 
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cases are connected through the replacing μa to μb and vice versa). One has to consider a state

 
(7)

After passing through the channel and beam splitter this state becomes

 

(8)

In this case the detection probabilities are equal to

(9)

As a result, we derive that

 
(10)

Thus, we can accurately estimate 0
siftRτ ≠  for a two-detector measurement scheme. To compare 

sifted key rate with proposed alternatives, consider 0 ( )sift dR rτ= = η  as a function of an SPD quantum 
efficiency ηd.

Alternative schemes:

 1. In the scheme with four detectors, when one detector in an arm of the first BS clicks, 
the left detector in the same arm and the second BS can be regarded together as a detector with 
ηd/2 efficiency. In order to predict the sifted key rate, we can use the same equations, but instead 

of 0
sift ( )dR rτ η= =  we consider 0

sift ( ) ( / 2)d dR r rτ η η= = + ;
 2. In the scheme with time-divided measurement one doesn’t have to throw away the half 

of successful events in the Bell measurement, but all the detectors always have constant decrease 

in efficiency (ηd/2). Therefore, we consider 0
sift ( / 2)dR rτ η= =  and ( / 2)tot dR r′= η .

We note that 0
siftRτ ≠  formulas for alternative schemes are numerically accurate only in single-

photon approximation and the limit of τ ≫ 0. Otherwise, they provide estimative results.

Simulation

In Fig. 2 we compare the computed secret key generation rate 0
siftRτ ≠  for three presented 

detection schemes as a function of detector’s dead time τ. Other model parameters are listed 
in Tab. 1. Four-detector scheme shows only partial restore, which is about 1.25 times of the 
measurement scheme with two detectors. Meanwhile, even considering double preparation 
frequency, time-divided scheme shows no restore of the key rate loss due to undetected successful 
events, as expected. Nevertheless, the dead time τ ≤ 10 μs slows down MDI QKD by up to 
3 times, regardless of the measurement scheme. One can also note the significant difference 
between ‘naïve’ sifted key rate estimation R(1) and accurate model R(2).

( ) 0a a a b

EE L L

i i i
a a bba a b

e e eφ φ θ φµ µ µ+

( )

2 2 2
a a a b

E L

i i ia a a a b b

c c

e e eφ φ θ φη µ η µ η µ+ + ⊗

( )

2 2 2
a a a b

E L

i i ia a a a b b

d d

e e eφ φ θ φη µ η µ η µ+⊗ −

2 ,1 (1 )
a a

E Ec d dcD D p e
η µ

−
= −= −

1/2( 2 cos( )) ,(= 1 1 ) a a b b a a b b a

Lc dcD p e φη µ η µ η µ η µ θ− + + ∆ +− −
1/2( 2 cos( ))1 (1 ) .a a b b a a b b a

Ld dcD p e φη µ η µ η µ η µ θ− + − ∆ +−= −

4 4(1 ) , (1 ) .a bXZ ZX
no d no dp p e e p p e eµ µµ µ′ ′− −− −= − = −
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Table 1
Key model parameters

μ ν ω pz pμ pν Lab, km ηd Pdc f
0.3 μ/50 μ/100 0.5 0.5 0.25 160 10% 10-6 3×108

Notations: {μ,ν,ω} are signal, week decoy and vacuum intensities (average number of photons 
per pulse), {pZ, pμ, pν} are basis and pulse intensity choice probabilities, Lab – total line length 
(0.2 dB / km fiber loss), ηd, pdc – detector quantum efficiency and dark count probability, f – pulse 

repetition frequency.

Fig. 2. Dependence of sifted key rate Rsift from dead time τ of a single photon detector (SPD). 
Three measurement schemes are compared (see Fig. 1). R(1) – ‘naïve’ estimation, R(2) – our general 

theoretical result

Conclusion

Dead time of a single-photon avalanche photodiode causes the dramatic decrease in the sifted 
key rate of a QKD setup. Phase-time-encoding MDI protocol is even more vulnerable for dead 
time τ ≥ 1/f, because it leads to the loss of a half of successful events in the Bell measurement. 
We proposed the theoretical model in order to predict the total number of detection events in the 
measurement scheme. We also proposed and compared measurement schemes with four detectors 
and with time-divided measurement, where the former is able to compensate for 25% of losses 
due to previously undetected events. This theoretical result needs further confirmation either 
by numerical or natural experiment. Meanwhile, the proposed sifted key model is applicable 
to accurate parameter optimization [5], compared to often used ‘naïve’ estimations of the total 
number of events.
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